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1 PROCEDURAL MATTERS

Appointed Chairperson - Cr. Antonella Celi

The meeting opened at 7:07 p.m.

Present

Cr. Antonella Celi (Chairperson)
Cr. Simon Brooks
Cr. Rosie Clark
Mayor, Cr. Bev Colomb
Cr. David Gill
Cr. Sam Hearn
Cr. Kate Roper

1.1 Apologies

Cr. Julie Edge
Cr. Hugh Fraser (Leave of Absence)
Cr. Frank Martin
Deputy Mayor, Cr. Bryan Payne

1.2 Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest Pursuant to Section 79 of the Local Government Act
1989

Nil.

1.3 Confirmation of Minutes

RECOMMENDATION

That the Minutes of the previous Planning Services Committee Meeting held on 17 July 2017 be
confirmed.

COMMITTEE DECISION

Moved: Cr. Hearn
Seconded: Cr. Colomb

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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2 STRATEGIC PLANNING PROJECTS REPORTS

2.1 Mornington Peninsula Housing and Settlement Strategy 2017

Allan Cowley, Manager – Strategic Projects; and
Martin Chin, Strategic Planning Projects and Research Officer

Prepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7400682Document ID

YES (1)Attachment(s)

PURPOSE

Recent decisions by the state government relating to the residential zones, including the introduction
of a three storey height ‘limit’ in the General Residential Zone, as well as the position adopted by
Planning Panels in relation to a number of current amendments, has highlighted the need for a
Housing Strategy document as a matter of some urgency.

In this context, ongoing work on the Mornington Peninsula Housing and Settlement Strategy (HSS)
has recently been focussed on the production of a report which will address current key issues – in
particular the balance between projected demand for housing and estimated capacity in different
locations, and the implications of this analysis for built form/height controls. A copy of the draft report
is included as Attachment 1.

In basic terms the report indicates that under the current planning scheme controls, and with fairly
conservative assumptions regarding the density of infill development, there is still adequate opportunity
to meet reasonable housing demand on the Peninsula to 2031 (and beyond), with a capacity in the
order of 15,000 – 20,000 new dwellings, and that there is no need or policy basis to implement more
drastic ‘urban consolidation’ policies, involving much higher densities of housing and greater building
heights in the Peninsula’s townships.

It is recommended that the draft Strategy be placed on public exhibition for a period of four weeks.

BACKGROUND

As Council is aware the preparation of a HSS has been listed as a priority project since 2014, and to
date has been pursued through the development and approval of the Mornington Peninsula Planning
Statement and a number of ‘Investigation area’ amendments.

In effect, these actions were given priority, having regard to the fact that the existing planning scheme
already expresses a strategy for managing residential growth pressures on the Peninsula and
implements this through a range of planning controls, including the Urban Growth Boundary and the
use of Design and Development Overlays (DDOs). Recent work on the HSS has been focussed on
the identification of ‘liveability’ measures which are intended to form part of an individual profile for
each settlement – providing the basis to assess existing conditions, limitations and opportunities in
each area.
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However, recent decisions by the state government relating to the residential zones, including the
introduction of a three storey height ‘limit’, as well as the position adopted by Planning Panels in
relation to a number of current amendments, has highlighted the need for a separate Housing Strategy
document as a matter of some urgency.

In this context, priority has been given to the production of a report which will address the current key
issues – in particular the balance between projected demand for housing and available capacity in
different locations, and the implications for built form/height controls.

This is important to provide assurances to the state government and Planning Panels that proposed
mandatory height and density controls, which are considered necessary to achieve intended character
protection outcomes, will not unduly limit the level of housing supply on the Peninsula. A copy of the
draft report is included as Attachment 1.

Problems With Estimating Demand

It is important to recognise that historically the Peninsula has experienced relatively high levels of
housing development – and in 2016 contained the third most dwellings of any municipality in Victoria
(behind only Casey and Greater Geelong) – with 84,650 dwellings. However, it also had the sixth
lowest occupancy rate (72.6 % – with 27.4 % or 23,194 vacant dwellings), predominantly on the
southern Peninsula – indicating the strong influence of the holiday home and property investment
markets.

The problem with this history is that future projections of demand based on previous trends or the
current distribution of housing across the Melbourne metropolitan and interface regions, will tend to
exaggerate the level of demand (and ‘expected’ level of supply) on the Mornington Peninsula.

In this context, the state government’s Victoria in Future (VIF) projections indicate that there will be
demand for an additional 15,858 dwellings on the Peninsula between 2016 and 2031.

In contrast, projections prepared by id Consulting, who prepare the Shire’s demographic information
and projections, estimate a demand for only an additional 9,018 dwellings over the same period. The
VIF assumes a constant 1% compounding growth rate over the 15-year period, whereas id Consulting
anticipate a reducing rate of growth (as new housing development opportunities ‘tighten’ – and with
some provision for the conversion of a proportion of the existing holiday home stock to permanent
occupancy).

Having regard to these and a range of other complicating factors, it is considered that previous trends
do not to provide an appropriate or adequate basis for future decision making.

In this regard, a critical starting point is recognition that the Mornington Peninsula is not designated
as an urban Growth Area (under PLAN MELBOURNE) and has a different, but complementary role,
which is expressed through the Mornington Peninsula Localised Planning Statement (LPS), and
which is required to be considered as part of state policy.

Various provisions of the LPS highlight the intended limited/moderate future growth potential and
importance of protecting township/residential character. For example:

“18. The hierarchy of settlements on the Mornington Peninsula will be recognised and maintained.
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19. The townships of the Mornington Peninsula are expected to accommodate at most moderate and
generally low levels of housing growth, with many smaller towns and villages intended to accommodate
very limited further development.

20. Development within the Urban Growth Boundary, whether within residential, commercial or other
areas, will be of a type and scale that maintains the existing valued character of each town or
settlement, or supports a change to a preferred future character that is clearly established through
community consultation and the adoption of a relevant local area plan.”

Given these clear policy directions it is considered that a lower ‘projection’ (or housing target) is
warranted, however, to ensure the credibility of the current Housing Strategy, the VIF numbers have
been used as a point of reference.

Problems With Estimating Supply

Just as various assumptions affect the estimated future demand for housing, there are also many
variables that effect the potential supply.

While the DDOs provide a clear minimum lot size requirement as a basis for calculation of potential
lot/housing yield, there is no fixed minimum lot size or site area/dwelling in residential areas that are
not subject to a DDO, or which are only included in DDO1, which relies on the state-wide (Rescode)
subdivision and multi-dwelling housing provisions. Accordingly, there needs to be an assumption
regarding the likely future density of infill development and redevelopment in these ‘non–DDO areas
in order to be able to estimate the potential future supply.

At this stage, it is considered that even where there is no DDO there should be a relatively conservative
assumption regarding the potential infill density – as this is consistent with the ‘moderate and generally
low’ rate of growth objective expressed in the LPS.

In this regard an infill density of no greater than one dwelling for every 450 square metres of site area
(i.e. requiring a lot of at least 900 square metres for any further development) has been applied as
a ‘base case’, with some additional density (1/300 square metres) near to major activity centres and
a lower density (1/1,000) on the edge of larger townships.

In line with the ‘conservative approach’, it has also been assumed that there will be no infill development
in established rural residential/low density areas.

However, a number of sites (including some undeveloped land in the Low Density Rural Zone e.g.
Hearn Road, Collins Road) have been identified as future Investigation areas andmay create additional
housing supply in the future, but this is subject to future decisions of Council and has not been included
at this stage.

As noted above the VIF has not included any provision for conversion of holiday homes to
accommodate some of the projected demand, and while this does represent a potential source of
supply it has not been factored into the supply estimate. Equally, the potential for re-development
within commercial areas (on commercially zoned land, including existing Council owned car parking
areas) is quite significant but has not been assumed, given the likely timeframe and economic viability
of redevelopment is uncertain.

These assumptions in combination will tend to produce a ‘conservative estimate’ of potential supply,
in contrast with the VIF’s ‘high’ estimate of future demand – in other words a ‘worst case scenario’.
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However, in arguing the case for additional development controls (such as height limits), which may
further reduce hypothetical housing yields, it will be important to demonstrate that even with such
controls the Housing Strategy and associated planning scheme provisions will still provide for an
appropriate level of housing supply.

Equally, by establishing a conservative position on potential housing yield Council will be better able
to argue for an appropriate housing ‘target’ for the Mornington Peninsula in the future development
of the Southern Regional Housing Strategy, which is to be prepared by the state government
(Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning) in 2018.

At this stage the total potential housing yield is estimated to be in the order of 18,276 new dwellings.

Distribution of Future Housing Growth

In line with the well-established policy of supporting the hierarchy of settlements on the Peninsula,
the future housing estimates provide for proportional growth i.e. with the greatest increases being
located within/adjacent to the major townships (of Rosebud, Mornington and Hastings).

That said, there are some locations where the relatively small existing housing ‘base’, compared with
the land available for future development, results in a relatively high projected level of change
(expressed as a percentage increase). The current estimated distribution of future housing supply to
2031 is shown in Attachment 1. However, further work is being undertaken to refine these estimates
and an update will be provided at the briefing.

It should be noted that the distribution of future growth is not expected to change the role or function
of any of the settlements relative to each other i.e. the Major Activity Centres will still have a particular
role in providing ‘district level’ services, although the ‘gap’ between the Major Towns and the second
tier of Large Townships e.g. Somerville, Mount Eliza, Rye and Dromana, may narrow.

CONCLUSION

The proposed Housing and Settlement Strategy is intended to address current key issues regarding
housing demand and supply on the Mornington Peninsula. However, it is not intended to provide a
complete review or position all issues, such as housing affordability, liveability/accessibility and
assessment in terms of neighbourhood character controls, where work is still in progress.

These wider issues, and the preparation of profiles for individual townships are part of the Strategic
Projects ongoing work program and will be brought forward for consideration by Council in the future.
Similarly, the current report is not intended to address individual sites or requests by owners for
amendments to the planning scheme, although it does provide some context for the consideration of
such requests.

At this stage it is recommended that the draft report be placed on exhibition for public comment for
a period of four weeks prior to finalisation.

RECOMMENDATION

That the draft Mornington Peninsula Planning Statement 2017 be placed on exhibition for public
comment for a period of four weeks.
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COMMITTEE DECISION

Moved: Cr. Colomb
Seconded: Cr. Hearn

That the draft Mornington Peninsula Housing and Settlement Strategy 2017, generally as
shown in Attachment 1, be placed on exhibition for public comment for a period of four weeks.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1
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3 PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT REPORTS

3.1 Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme Amendment C204 (Ocean Beach Road,
Sorrento) – Adoption

James Bryan, Urban DesignerPrepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7410246Document ID

YES (2)Attachment(s)

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s approval for the adoption of Mornington Peninsula
Planning Scheme Amendment C204 (Ocean Beach Road, Sorrento).

The submissions to the amendment received during the exhibition stage have recently been considered
by an Independent Panel. The Panel has provided their report on the merits of the amendment and
the content of the submissions (Attachment 1).

The Panel has recommended that Amendment C204 be adopted, however, they have not supported
the imposition ofmandatory height and setback controls, which were a key intention of the amendment.

This report recommends that the amendment be adopted with changes. It is recommended that the
amendment be adopted with mandatory height and setback controls within the Design and
Development Overlay – Schedule 28 (DDO28).

The reasons for this recommendation are set out within this report.

BACKGROUND

The amendment seeks to bring in mandatory height controls within the commercial centre of Sorrento
(mainly along Ocean Beach Road), through the form of a DDO28.

One of the key elements in the DDO28 is a three storey height limit for all future development along
Ocean Beach Road, whereby the third storey must be setback so it is not visually prominent from the
opposite side of Ocean Beach Road. The DDO28 also includes some mandatory front and side
setback requirements as well as providing guidance for the built form outcomes within the historical
precinct.

The DDO28 seeks to implement the recommendations from the Ocean Beach Road Sorrento
Commercial Precinct Heritage Policy, which was prepared by HLCD consultants and adopted by
Council in 2015. This policy reviewed all existing built form within the commercial heart of Sorrento
and made recommendations for height limits and stronger planning controls.

Following the public exhibition period, the amendment and submissions were referred to an
Independent Panel for review. The Panel Hearing was held on 11 April 2017 and Council received
the Panel Report on 29 May 2017.
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The Panel Report makes several recommendations in relation to the amendment, ultimately
recommending that it should be adopted – subject to some revisions.

DISCUSSION

The amendment received 13 submissions during the eight week public exhibition period. Of the
submissions received, four were in support and nine were against.

As the submissions could not be resolved, they were referred to an Independent Panel for review
and consideration. A summary of the findings within the Panel Report is provided within the executive
summary:

“The Panel has considered all written submissions along with presentations made to it at a public
Hearing held on 11 April 2017.

Although the Panel was not convinced that there is a high level of existing ‘development pressure’,
or that the built form of recent developments is overwhelming or out of character, on balance the
Panel supports the need for additional controls over and above local policy.

The Panel was not convinced that the proposed mandatory nature of the setback and height controls
meet the criteria of Planning Practice Notes 59 or 60, and concludes that discretionary controls could
achieve the built form outcomes sought by Council whilst retaining the design flexibility inherent in a
performance based system.

The Panel recommends that the amendment proceed, subject to the replacement of mandatory
controls with discretionary controls, and a number of other changes to the proposed DDO28.”

Analysis of Panel Report Findings

Whilst the Panel Report contains a detailed analysis of the amendment and the submissions received
– it is respectfully stated that the Panel Report contains factual inconsistencies, inaccuracies in policy
consideration and partial contradictions.

This section of the report will outline each of the main elements and statements within the Panel
Report that are contested by Council, as well as a follow up analysis and response:

Issue/ConcernPanel CommentPage

Sorrento is under significant development pressure. It is
at the lower end of the activity centre hierarchy and is
receiving the most apartment and commercial

Having reviewed the approvals,
the Panel is of the view that
there has not been a high

13

development applications on the Peninsula. Over thenumber of applications that
past five years Sorrento has received more mixed usewould constitute ‘development
three storey development applications (eight applicationspressure’ or at a level that

seems overwhelming for an
activity centre.

as compared to four applications for the Mornington
activity centre) to that of the Mornington Activity Centre
making it a centre under significant development
pressure, which is concerning given the centre is
classified as a local neighbourhood centre.
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The underlined section is the main reason the
amendment is proposed – to provide stricter and more
appropriate setback/height controls.

The overall height of
developments that have been
approved are generally

14

consistent with the heights
referenced in the amendment,
although setbacks and numbers
of storeys vary.

This is incorrect. As mentioned above, Sorrento is
experiencing the most change out of any activity centre
on the Peninsula.

It is evident that the extent of
change is unlikely to be as
significant as other activity
centres.

17

Policy 1.2.1 in Plan Melbourne broadly encourages
growth of activity centres, however it also states that
“Local plans undertaken in consultation with the

The Panel, however, also
acknowledges that there is
clear policy direction in Plan

17

community will identify the scope and nature of futureMelbourne 2017, including that
growth within each activity centre.” It is clear from
consultation, that the community are of the view that
mandatory controls are necessary.

detailed at Policy 1.2.1 which
notes that all activity centres
have the capacity to continue
to grow and diversify the range
of activities they offer. Furthermore, 1.2.1 (and 2.2) of Plan Melbourne

encourages growth around employment clusters.

This reference to 1.2.1 is not relevant, as Sorrento is
clearly mandated in the planning scheme as a local
neighbourhood centre and not to be considered on the
same scale as other activity centres within Plan
Melbourne. This is also re-enforced through the Localised
Planning Statement – that states that the Peninsula
should be considered as separate and more sensitive to
that of Metropolitan Melbourne.

Sorrento is clearly not considered as an activity centre
in the same sense as what is contemplated within Plan
Melbourne.

Again, there has been significant development pressure
on the township when considered in the context of
development in activity centres on the Peninsula.

The Panel is of the view that
this is a situation where the
imposition of mandatory

17

controls is not necessary to
Sorrento is receiving the most mixed use andmulti-storey
developments on the Peninsula (approximately eight in
the last five years, compared to four in Mornington –
which is a Major Activity Centre).

facilitate appropriate
development and growth within
the Sorrento commercial centre.

As discussed in the previous
Chapter, the Panel does not
agree with submissions
advanced by Council that there
has been development
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pressure on the town or indeed
that the development
undertaken has resulted in
intended or unplanned change.

Mornington Peninsula Localised Planning Statement is
a state policy document that says mandatory controls
are warranted on the Peninsula “where necessary, due

The Panel is of the view that the
policy framework does not
support the use of mandatory
controls.

17

to the particular pressures on the Peninsula’s rural
landscapes, coasts, towns and villages, and the risk of
unintended and unplanned change through cumulative
impacts”.

Sorrento is a key example of this unintended and
cumulative impact.

See the comments relating to PlanMelbourne 2017 below
for further details.

The Hansen report was commissioned to test the
proposed controls. The work details the impact of the
proposed planning scheme provisions and identifies

Whilst the Hansen report
provides some useful context
and analysis, it has not been

18

development opportunities possible. The report furtherpresented as a detailed impact
analysis from which definitive
conclusions could be drawn.

identifies relevant built form envelopes for all lots. It was
meant to compliment the work done in the HLCD report.
The HLCD includes a comprehensive built form analysis.

The key reason the proposed planning scheme provisions
were drafted with mandatory controls was because the
existing planning policy framework is insufficient and

It is possible to achieve
development that is broadly
consistent with design

18

undesirable built form outcomes are resulting, due toobjectives but that allows for
flexibility currently afforded. Given the centre’s historicvariation in height or setback to
and coastal nature it is paramount that mandatoryencourage differentiation

between buildings and visual
interest without uniformity.

provisions be introduced to enable development to be
achieved but to ensure that development is consistent
with the character of the area and does not overwhelm
the significance of the precinct.

This work done by Hansen and HLCD are built form
analyses.

The Panel acknowledges that
there has not been a built form
analysis in a form typically

28

The Hansen urban design analysis does identify land
use patterns. The HLCD report also considers land use
and amenity impacts from inappropriate development.

seen, that is undertaken by
urban designers, apart from the
work undertaken by Hansen
Partnership.

In terms of economic growth, local policy places Sorrento
at the lower end of the activity centre hierarchy on the
Peninsula. It is not desirable for this centre to grow

It does not identify land use
outcomes or economic growth
objectives or address issues of
amenity.

significantly (e.g. there are a lack of services, jobs and
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transport to support a significant increase in population
or commercial floor space). An economic analysis is not
warranted or necessary.

In any case, the mandatory height control of three storeys
will not impact upon the economic growth of the township.
Mornington (which is a Major Activity Centre) has a
mandatory height control and is a thriving hub of
commercial activity.

Sorrento is a prime example of an ‘exceptional
circumstance’ as foreshadowed in Practice Note 59. It
has a significant amount of heritage fabric and is a coastal

However, the Panel is of the
view that there are no
‘exceptional circumstances’ for

29

township. Given that mandatory controls have beenthe precinct, and therefore no
supported on other areas of the Peninsula in a similarcause to warrant mandatory
context (e.g. Flinders), it is concerning that Sorrento,controls. Whilst there are
which has the highest cluster of heritage buildings on the
Peninsula, is not considered an ‘exceptional
circumstance’.

significant heritage places,
these have been identified and
included in site specific heritage
overlays.

Planning Practice note clearly articulates that where a
centre is of heritage and coastal significance that
mandatory provisions are considered reasonable and

There are contributory buildings
within the land subject to the
amendment; however, the
number is modest within the
overall centre.

necessary to ensure those special characteristics are not
eroded over time due to flexibility and differences of
interpretation.

The opening sentence here is contradictory to previous
Panel comments, as the Panel has stated prior that there
has not been a built form analysis.

Whilst the Panel accepts the
HLCD report includes a built
form analysis of the centre,

30

there has not been any further
In terms of further strategic work – Council already has
policy for the future growth of Sorrento. A HSS is not
necessary, given the township is not going to grow
significantly. For this reason, an economic strategy is
also not necessary.

strategic work undertaken in the
form that is called for by the
Practice Note, including a
housing strategy, an economic
strategy, a capacity and
constraints analysis, or an

Council refutes the Panel’s comments the appropriate
work to strategically justify the amendment has not been
done. A capacity and constraints analysis was done in

identification and analysis of
key sites within the centre
which can accommodate more
intense development. both the HLCD and Hansen documents including an

identification and analysis of the key sites within the
centre which can accommodate development.

The further strategic work suggested by the Panel is not
necessary; as it has either already been done within
existing Council plans, or the answers that this work
would reveal are already known.
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Mandatory Provisions

The key to this amendment and the reasons for seeking to undertake the HLCD and Hansen
Partnership reports is in essence to protect the special characteristics of the Sorrento township, the
high value placed on them by residents of and tourists to the Peninsula and to manage the particular
pressures on the township. The Mornington Peninsula is one of five distinct areas identified as being
of Sate significance in the Planning Scheme for its valued attributes. As such, State Planning Policy
seeks to protect and enhance its valued attributes by:

Identifying key values and activities of the area to be protected;
Supporting use and development where it enhances the valued characteristics of the area; and
Recognising the important role of the area plays in the State as a tourist destination.

The State Planning Policy requires that planning consider as relevant the Mornington Peninsula
Localised Planning Statement. The Statement identifies the Peninsula as ‘one of Melbourne’s greatest
assets’ and describes it as being ‘critical to the future liveability, sustainability and prosperity of the
wider metropolitan region’. Having regard to these aspects of the Statement, the various objectives
and strategies set out in the Statement are strongly geared towards maintaining the special values
of the Peninsula.

Most relevantly, the Statement identifies the establishment of a strong and consistent overall planning
framework for future land use and development on the Peninsula as being ‘essential’ given the
particular pressures on the Peninsula’s rural landscapes, coasts, towns and villages, and the risk of
unintended and unplanned change through cumulative impacts. It expressly anticipates the use of
mandatory controls and standards in the planning framework where necessary to achieve this objective.

Council believes that the use of mandatory controls in the planning framework for the Ocean Beach
Road commercial precinct is absolutely necessary to protect the key elements of its township character,
being its low scale coastal village character and heritage streetscape.

This is the same approach has been taken to the commercial precincts in the coastal villages of
Flinders, Shoreham andMcCrae to protect the special character of those villages. The DDOs applying
to each of these villages each prescribe a mandatory maximum building height of 8.5 metres with no
more than two storeys above natural ground level.

Those DDOs were introduced via amendments two of which were each considered by an independent
Planning Panel.

Like Sorrento, the Flinders village centre was mainly located in a Business 1 Zone (now Commercial
1 Zone) and the residential zoned land around the centre was already subject to a mandatory height
control of 8 metres and two storeys via DDO2 (Bayside and Village Design) and DDO3 (Coast and
Landscape Design). In the Panel Report on that amendment, the Panel concluded that while the
DDO14 should predominantly be a performance based document, it should include two prescriptive
measures include a mandatory building height, to preserve the built form that is a strong characteristic
of Flinders. In considering the merit of a mandatory height control, the Panel stated:

“Flinders is a small coastal township in a rural setting. It presently has a low scale residential and
commercial built form and the DDO schedules that currently apply to the residential areas of the town
will ensure that this scale is retained because they include a mandatory height control of eight metres
and two storeys. The character of the township, its small population and containment by an urban
growth boundary suggest to the panel that the residential area will maintain its ‘village-like’ character.
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Also, given the nature of the town and the limited commercial area, it could be expected that it will
continue to perform as a convenience centre serving the day to day needs of permanent and part-time
residents and tourists.

Because of the above factors, the Panel has formed the view that the town has special qualities that
set it apart from other settlements in the Shire which support a mandatory height control to maintain
its present low built form.”

It is clear in both cases is (Flinders and Sorrento), that, unlike the large township activity centres
(such as Mount Eliza and Bentons Square, Dromana, Rye and Somerville) and the major activity
centre of Mornington, the Planning Scheme envisages only a ‘limited extent’ of growth in commercial
(retail and office) development.

In the Panel Report for Amendment C84 to the Planning Scheme, which made changes to Council’s
Municipal Strategic Statement and local planning policies to strengthen policy in respect to the Activity
Centres on the Mornington Peninsula, the Panel made the following statement about the Sorrento
township:

“The Panel considers that the future design and development of the Sorrento centre and its limited
capacity, desirability or potential to accommodate significant additional floorspace or the bulk and
style of the preferred future built form, should be determined in future structure planning initiatives.
It is noted that the need for a Sorrento Structure Plan is highlighted in the Activity Centres Strategy.
The Panel considers that such a Structure Plan should use as its starting points the recommendations
of the Activity Centres Strategy for Sorrento and the Council’s stated preference that significant future
development be focused on centres other than Sorrento and the importance of preserving the existing
scale, character and heritage values and setting of the Sorrento centre.”

Sorrento village centre still has limited capacity, desirability or potential to accommodate additional
commercial floorspace.

In considering Practice Note 59 which identifies as the ‘further reading’ the Panel Report on
Queenscliffe Planning Scheme Amendment C7, Council officers believe that this practice note directs
Councils to the application of mandatory provisions for a coastal and heritage significant township
not unlike, and in many ways displaying the same characteristics as Sorrento.

In that case, the Panel raised concern over the application of the same mandatory height across the
whole borough but ultimately supported the exhibited height (8.5 metres) as it applied to the township.

Moreover, the Panel said that an overlay is to be preferred to a policy as it enables mandatory
provisions to be specified and not just ‘preferred’ or ‘encouraged’ controls. It is also a much more
transparent tool in that an overlay is evident from perusal of the scheme maps and is indicated on
conveyancing documents.

In giving its support for mandatory controls for the Queenscliffe township, the Panel firstly described
the township as exuding ‘special characteristics’ and ‘unique’ and which was ‘clearly under threat
from inappropriate development’.

Council officers believe that the above observations can be made about Sorrento town centre. Council
has a clear vision that is supported by strategic research, and is endorsed by many in the community.
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As set out earlier, the Localised Planning Statement contemplates the use of mandatory controls as
part of establishing a strong and consistent overall policy framework for future land use and
development on the Peninsula, given the particular pressures on the Peninsula’s rural landscapes,
coasts, towns and villages, and the risk of unintended and unplanned change through cumulative
impacts.

The Localised Planning Statement makes clear that the townships of the Mornington Peninsula are
expected to accommodate at most moderate and generally low levels of housing growth, with many
smaller towns and villages (such as Sorrento) intended to accommodate very limited further
development. Given that the intended role of the Sorrento village centre in the activity centre hierarchy
is limited to serving the needs of the Sorrento settlement in a way that complements the other larger
centres, there is no need and no planning scheme imperative to accommodate significant new
commercial development in the Ocean Beach Road commercial precinct.

The role for mandatory provisions in such circumstances is to provide certainty and avoid cumulative
change via unplanned development.

The Sorrento village centre, like the Flinders village centre and the Queenscliff town centre, warrants
mandatory height controls to preserve the existing scale, character and heritage values and setting
of the Sorrento centre.

Amendment C204 has been strategically justified and a clear case has been mounted to warrant the
application of mandatory planning scheme provisions for the Sorrento township. Accordingly, officers
recommend that Council do not adopt the Panel’s recommendations with regard to the removal of
the mandatory elements of the amendment.

Panel Recommended Changes to DDO28

Throughout the Panel Hearing, several revisions were made to the DDO28. The Panel has now
recommended their preferred version of the DDO28 this being the amended version tabled at the
Hearing with the following changes. The preferred Panel version deletes all references to mandatory
provisions and provides greater emphasis on the need to justify variations to heights and setbacks
provided in the table to the DDO. As noted above, Council officers have recommended that mandatory
provisions be kept in the adopted version of the DDO and thus amendment. Accordingly the following
outlines the proposed panel changes and officer recommendations:

Amending the ‘Design Objectives’ section to include to include:

A clearly defined vision for the commercial centre – this already exists.
Require that a development is compatible with and makes a positive contribution to the low
scale character of the precinct – already exists but will not modify to delete references to
the historical character of the precinct.
Emphasise the need for development to achieve excellence in architecture and design –
objective exists but have modified to include ‘and architecture’.
A requirement that views of significant heritage buildings (and identify which buildings) are
protected – have included a new objective.
Delete reference to the HLCD report – not appropriate.

Amend ‘Buildings and Works’ to:
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Remove mandatory requirements – not appropriate.
Include discretionary requirements – not appropriate.
Include a requirement to the effect that an application to exceed the maximum building
height must be accompanied by a site analysis plan and a written urban context report
documenting how the development will achieve the design objectives and outcomes of this
schedule – not appropriate.

Amend the ‘Table’ to:

Remove reference to storeys – this is contrary to the recent panel reports that advise that
references to storeys is required. Not appropriate for this amendment given the need to
ensure clarity and consistency.
Remove the mandatory height requirements – not appropriate.
Remove the mandatory setback requirements – not appropriate.
Remove setback requirements for east sub-precinct – not appropriate.
Include a note to the effect that ‘the setback does not relate to unnamed lanes’ – the
amended DDO28 provides clarity and does not require to be further amended.

Amending ‘Notes’ to:

Delete notes relation to mandatory controls and storeys – not appropriate.
Delete the words ‘not from the title boundary’ as it relates to setbacks from the third storey
– not appropriate.

Include a separate heading of ‘Application requirements’ that requires the submission of:

A site context analysis and design response – this already exists.
Detailed plans, including palette of materials and finishes – new application requirement
introduced.
A planning report demonstrating that the development will achieve objectives of the schedule
– new application requirement introduced.
A perspective or photomontage detailing how the proposed development will sit within the
streetscape – new application requirement introduced.
As appropriate, sightlines to demonstrate that a proposed development does not obstruct
views of significant heritage places – this already exists.

Amend ‘Decision guidelines’ to delete reference to the HLCD report – not appropriate

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.
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CONCLUSION

Amendment C204 has completed all required steps within the Planning Scheme amendment process.
The Panel Report has been received and has recommended that the amendment be adopted, subject
to several changes. Council supports some of the Panel’s recommended changes. Council does not
accept the Panel’s recommendation that the mandatory controls be replaced with discretionary
controls.

For the reasons outlined in this report, it is submitted that mandatory controls are required to ensure
that future development is of a scale and intensity that is consistent with the coastal and historical
character of the township. The township is an ‘exceptional circumstance’ envisaged under Practice
Note 59 and there is justification within local and state planning policy (such as the Mornington
Peninsula Localised Planning Statement) to justify the use of mandatory controls in this instance.

It is recommended that Council adopt Amendment C204 with changes (see Attachment 2 of
recommended DDO28 for adoption), however, contrary to the Panel recommendations – the DDO28
is to include mandatory provisions.

RECOMMENDATION

That having considered the Panel’s report to Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme Amendment
C204 in accordance with Section 27 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the Act), the
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, in its role as Planning Authority:

Under Section 29 of the Act, adopts the amendment with changes; and
Submits the adopted amendment to the Minister for Planning for approval.

COMMITTEE DECISION

Moved: Cr. Hearn
Seconded: Cr. Brooks

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1

VIEW ATTACHMENT 2
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4 STATUTORY PLANNING REPORTS

Nil.
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5 URGENT BUSINESS

Nil.
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6 CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS

Nil.
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7 MEETING CLOSE

As there was no further business, the meeting closed at 8:18 p.m.

CONFIRMED THIS 14TH DAY OF AUGUST 2017

…………………………………………………….
CR. ANTONELLA CELI, CHAIRPERSON - PLANNING SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING
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